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TEN +2.5
vs CIN

LINE AND MOVEMENTS SPLITS AND MOVEMENTS

FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM

+2.5 +2.5 % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS

Teams that are 1-2 in game 4 as favorites are 10-28 ATS when playing off
their first win of the season.  And teams that are 1-2 favorites in Game 4 of
the season are just 58-85-4 ATS since 1980. Moreover, the Titans are 9-3
ATS at home against teams coming off a Monday night games.  

TEN 64% TEN 51%

% MONEY % MONEY % MONEY % MONEY

TEN 70% TEN 55%

Updates

FRI 10AM:  Here we go again, Tennessee's defense up
against a struggling Bengals team. Line and split are fair
assuming these numbers are mostly sharp. If it is, we
should see the number of tickets drop closer or below
50% while the percentage of money stays about the
same. 

SUN 12 PM Since Friday morning, more money and
tickets came in on Cincinnati however, splits are still
slightly over 50% on Tennessee. Frogtown is still on
the side of Tennessee due to the angles, trends,
system plays and splits. Tennessee is a Frogtown
favorable play.

SUN 4 PM

Week 4 

TAM +3
vs NOR

LINE AND MOVEMENTS SPLITS AND MOVEMENTS

FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM

+3  +3.5 % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS

New Orleans is 1-5-1 ATS in its last 7 division games and 1-4 ATS
vs division at home. Additionally, Jameis Winston is 13-23-2 ATS 
home, including 1-7-2 ATS in his last 10 home starts. SYSTEM
PLAY: Teams playing DIV game with double revenge as a favorite
up to 6 pts are 29% ATS 20-49

TAM 84%
TAM 86%

 TAM 85%

% MONEY % MONEY % MONEY % MONEY

TAM 85%
TAM 86%

 TAM 85%

Updates

FRI 10 AM: Public and sharps look to be all over
Tampa with the high numbers of tickets and money
on their side. We'll have to take a closer look at this
movement throughout the weekend. As of now,
based on trends and system plays alone, Tampa is
a favorable pick.

SUN 12 PM From Thursday night to Friday morning, the
line moved off Tampa +3 to +3.5. However the
percentage of tickets and money is all over Tampa and
even increased slightly. 2% and 1% respectively. If
anything, the line should have moved off that key
number +3 to +2.5. However it did a reverse line move to
the Saints -3.5 with the split numbers remaining the
same. This lets us know the sports books have a high
liability on the Saints and are trying to entice betters on
the side of Tampa even though it is not reflected in the
splits. Too many questions for Frogtown have a
favorable side. Lean to the Saints. 

SUN 4 PM

NFL Week 4 

FRI 10 AM SUN 7 PM MON 10 AMSUN 12 PM

MON 7 PM
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KAN -9.5
vs NYJ

LINE AND MOVEMENTS SPLITS AND MOVEMENTS

FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM

-9.5 -8.5 -7.5 % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS

Chiefs are 3-1 L4 vs NYJ and the NYJ are 2-6 ATS as HD’s 4 pts or more.
ATSSTATS.com MATCHUPS tells us... When KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
team played as a -7.0 to -9.5 Favorite - Last 5 years - Coming off a Home
win as a Favorite are 6-7 ATS. 

KAN 84% KAN 84% KAN 81%

% MONEY % MONEY % MONEY % MONEY

KAN 64% KAN 62% KAN 62%

Updates

FRI 10AM:   No opinion as of yet… Check back in
Sunday at noon. 

SUN 12 PM. Splits have stayed the same all weekend. 
Splits and movement will start to move during the 1
PM games. Line has dropped 1 point in the dirction
of the NYJ but I believe that is just an opening line
corrections. Check back at 7 PM for final analysis. 

SUN 7 PM There is so much turmoil on and off the field
with the Jets, it hard to believe they can keep this game
close but the Chiefs as of late, have not been blowing
out many teams as well. The splits show 4% more
tickets on the NYJ since 4 PM. The percent of money
hasn't changed but the line moved down again to -7.5.
telling us someone or some group is on the Jets.  Maybe
this nationally televised game will fire up the NYJ
defense that started the season as a top notch squad.  
Though we would be getting the worst of the number
since the line opened at -9.5, The play is the NYJ +7.5
or stay away.  

Week 4 

LAC -5.5
vs LVR

LINE AND MOVEMENTS SPLITS AND MOVEMENTS

FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM

-5.5 -6.5 % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS

Division home in this series is 4-0 ATS and LAC is 4-1 off BB Road and 4-
1 their last 5 division matchups. LVR are 1-9 ATS after Pittsburgh.
SYSTEM PLAY: Play on any team heading into its bye week when facing
a divisional opponent.  41-17 ATS since 2013, 71% . 

LAC 55% LAC 67%

% MONEY % MONEY % MONEY % MONEY

LAC 39% LAC 52%

Updates

FRI 10AM:  Percent of money makes no sense as of
Friday morning. This is a line we will have to track to pin
point a favorable side.  Trends and system points to LAC
but if the percentage of money stays this low on LAC, we
may need to flip or stay away.  

SUN 12 PM  Percentage of money increased over
50% which is what we were hoping to see. Splits
show no concerns so Frogtown will will look at
angles, trends, and systems plays.  Las Angeles
Chargers are a  Frogtown favorable play.

SUN 4 PM
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Week 4 

SEA +1.5
vs NYG

LINE AND MOVEMENTS SPLITS AND MOVEMENTS

FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM MON 10 AM MON 7 PM

-1.5 -1.5 % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS

Seattle is 5-1 L6 vs NYG and 6-0 vs opponents off Thursday nights. The
Seahawks beat the Giants last year at home 27-13. Now they are on the
road on the east coast on Monday night which gives them a 5PM "body
clock" start.  Additionally, home teams in the first 4 games of the season
tend to struggle against the spread if they are coming off a road loss, 63-
111-4 (36%) Moreover and detrimental in my opinion, Daniel Jones is 1-12
ATS in prime time games. SYSTEM PLAY: PLAY AGAINST any sub .500
NFL home team on Monday Night off a loss of 3 or more if they were a
playoff team last season and they are facing a .625 or greater opponent
coming off a SU & ATS win. What pushes us over the fence is,
ATSSTATS.com tells us: "When Seattle plays on the road vs a conference
opponent coming off 2 overs are 7-3 ATS." Seattle is a Frogtown favorable
play -2 or take the insurance and play them on the money line. 

SEA 74% SEA 67% SEA 64%

% MONEY % MONEY % MONEY % MONEY

SEA 34%
SEA 41%

SEA 45% SEA 51%

Updates

FRI 10 AM Trends and Systems are pointing to Seattle,
however the percentage of tickets and splits points to
NYG. Need to watch movement to determine if we can
pin point a side.

SUN 12 PM.  Percentage of tickets have been moving
to NYG however, money is increasing on Seattle.

MON 10 AM As of this morning, there has been a 3%
drop in percent of tickets on Seattle however a 6%
increase in percent of money. Though more tickets are
on the Giants since Sunday afternoon, more money has
been coming in on Seattle. This leads us to believe more
confident bets on the fewer tickets since Sunday
afternoon. Seattle is the sharper play during this time.
Check back at 7 PM for our final analysis. 

MON 7 PM


